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Abstract—Secure document storage and retrieval
is one of the hottest research directions in cloud
computing. Though many searchable encryption
schemes have been proposed, few of them support
efficient retrieval over the documents which are
encrypted based on their attributes. In this paper,
a hierarchical attribute-based encryption scheme
is first designed for a document collection. A set of
documents can be encrypted together if they share
an integrated access structure. Compared with the
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CPABE) schemes, both the ciphertext storage space
and time costs of encryption/decryption are saved.
Then, an index structure named attribute-based
retrieval features (ARF) tree is constructed for the
document collection based on the TF-IDF model
and the documents’ attributes. A depth-first search
algorithm for the ARF tree is designed to improve
the search efficiency which can be further
improved by parallel computing. Except for the
document collections, our scheme can be also
applied to other datasets by modifying the ARF
tree slightly. A thorough analysis and a series of
experiments are performed to illustrate the
security and efficiency of the proposed scheme.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, document
retrieval,
file
hierarchy,
attribute-based
encryption.
I. INTRODUCTION
MORE and additional folks and enterprises
ar motivated to outsource their native document
management systems to the cloud that could be a
promising info technique (IT) to process the
explosive increasing of information [1]. Cloud
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computing can collect and reorganize a large
quantity of IT resources and apparently, the cloud
servers will give safer, flexible, various, economic
and customized services compared with the native
servers. Despite the benefits of cloud services,
leaking the sensitive info, like personal info,
company money knowledge and government
documents, to the public could be a massive threat
to the info house owners. Additionally, to make
full use of the info on the cloud, the info users
want to access them flexibly and expeditiously.
Consequently, a huge challenge of outsourcing the
info to the cloud is a way to defend the
confidentiality of the info properly whereas
maintaining their searchability.
An intuitive approach is encrypting the documents
1st and then outsourcing the encrypted documents
to the cloud. A largenumber of searchable
document coding schemes are proposed within the
literatures, together with single keyword
mathematician search schemes [2]–[6], single
keyword hierarchical search schemes [7]–[9] and
multi-keyword mathematician search schemes
[10]–[14]. However, of these schemes cannot
support effective, flexible and economical
document search as a result of their
straightforward functionalities. Privacy-preserving
multi-keyword hierarchical document search
schemes [15]–[18] ar more brilliant and practical.
However, all the documents in these schemes ar
organized by a coarse-grained access management
mechanism, i.e., every licensed information user
will access all the encrypted documents. As
Associate in nursing example, the complete IEEE
Xplore Digital Library will be accessed by all the
licensed organizations (e.g., the universities) at the
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present and this cannot satisfy the
homeowners and users within the future.

data

In this paper, a replacement state of affairs is taken
into account. A knowledge user may want to
access a part of the library (e.g., computers and
data connected papers) and intuitively she desires
to pay less money compared with the info users
United Nations agency need to access the whole
library. In alternative words, within the document
assortment, each document will be accessed solely
by a collection of specific information users.
During this case, we'd like to style a fine-grained
access control mechanism for the documents and
its additional affordable compared with the current
technique.
To make the information users ready to access a
part of IEEE Xplore Digital Library on demands, a
doable approach is encrypting the documents
through attribute-based encoding (ABE) schemes
[19], [20] before outsourcing them to the cloud.
Meanwhile, the approved knowledge user’s area
unit appointed with a set of attributes. A
knowledge user will decode a file if and only if her
attributes match the file’s attributes. Recently,
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encoding (CPABE) [21]– [27] could be a hot analysis space and
it will offer fine-grained, one to several and
versatile access management. In these schemes,
each document is encrypted severally and their
encoding efficiency is improved by using stratified
attribute-based encoding schemes [28]–[31].
However, these schemes can not be utilized on to
solve our drawback properly. First, most existing
schemes concentrate on encrypting a single access
tree. However, it's not possible that every one the
documents in IEEE Xplore Digital Library share
one access tree and the way to construct a
collection of optimized access trees for the
document assortment could be a vast challenge.
Second, in most existing schemes, once the
documents area unit mapped to a collection of
shared access trees, the information users ought to
store a large number of secret keys which can be
analyzed in Section IV.B. Apparently, this is often
a significant burden for the information users
especially for an {especially} giant document
assortment and the way to decrease the quantity of
secret keys for the information users is another
challenge. Aside from access management,
document search efficiency is additionally a
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challenge for an outsized document assortment. To
our data, most existing schemes cannot support
timeefficient retrieval over the documents that ar
organized
under
attribute-based
access
management mechanism.
To support the antecedently mentioned service, we
have a tendency to 1st style and rule to get
hierarchal access trees for the document
assortment. The planned rule employs the greedy
strategy to make the access trees incrementally and
each access tree grows by ceaselessly rending the
nodes in the tree. Then we have a tendency to style
a ciphertext-policy attribute-based hierarchical
document assortment encoding theme known as
CP-ABHE. Within the planned theme, a group of
documents will share a same integrated access tree
and be encrypted along rather than being
encrypted on an individual basis. During this
manner, both the ciphertext cupboard space and
time prices of the encryption/decryption ar saved.
The protection of the planned theme is verified on
paper and its effectiveness is additionally
evaluated by simulation.
The main contributions
summarized as follows:
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A sensible hierarchal attribute-based document
assortment encryption theme is projected
within which the documents are organized and
controlled supported attributes. The projected
scheme will greatly decrease the storage and
computing burdens.
We tend to map the documents to vectors
within which each the keywords and
associated attributes ar thought-about. The
ARF tree is projected to prepare the document
vectors and support time-efficient document
retrieval. Additionally, a depth-first search rule
is meant.
An intensive simulation is performed let's say
the safety, efficiency and effectiveness of our
theme. Specifically, the proposed encoding
theme performs all right in each time and
storage potency. Additionally, our theme
additionally provides efficient and correct
document retrieval methodology.
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II. RELATED WORK
Our approach is principally connected with
two analysis fields of cloud computing, i.e.,
ciphertext-policy
attribute-based
document
encryption and encrypted document retrieval. The
connected work within these 2 fields is provided in
the following.
Since Sahai et al. projected the identity-based
coding (IBE) theme [19], several ABE schemes
[20], [12]–[14] have been projected during which
CP-ABE schemes [11]–[16], [15] are very
promising thanks to their flexibility and
measurability. In these CP-ABE schemes, the
documents with completely different access
structures got to be encrypted separately. To
enhance the encryption/decryption potency and
measurability gradable attribute-based coding has
been wide researched [18]–[11] during which a
collection of documents could share a standard
access structure and may be encrypted along.
Wang et al. propose a gradable attribute-based
coding theme named FHCP- ABE [18] and have
evidenced its security on paper. An advantage of
the theme is that the information users will
decipher all the licensed documents by computing
the key once. Therefore, each the time prices of
coding and coding square measure saved. Wang et
al. style a theme named HABE [19] with the traits
of high performance, fine-grained access
management, scalability and full delegation.
HABE may be a combination of hierarchical
identity-based coding and CP-ABE. Wan et al.
propose gradable attribute-set-based coding theme
(HASBE) [30] by extending ciphertext-policy
attribute-setbased encryption (ASBE) with a
hierarchical data structure of the data users. The
HASBE theme is seamlessly incorporated with a
hierarchical data structure of system users by
applying a delegation algorithmic program to
ASBE. Deng et al. extend ABE to CP-HABE [11]
to support hierarchically distributing and
empowerment the key keys which may be
employed in giant organizations. Guo et al. [16]
propose a resilient-leakage gradable attributebased coding theme to defend against the auxiliary
input run attack and also the security of the
scheme is detailedly analyzed.
In addition to encrypting the documents, we tend
to conjointly try to search the encrypted document
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expeditiously and accurately. Consequently, multikeywords hierarchical document retrieval over
encrypted document collections is additionally
powerfully connected with our scheme. In [17],
Cao et al. 1st propose a basic privacypreserving
multi-keyword
hierarchical
search
theme
supported secure kNN formula [18]. A collection
of strict privacy needs are established so 2
schemes ar planned to boost the security and
search expertise. However, a noticeable drawback
of this theme is that the search potency is linear
with the cardinality of the document assortment
and consequently, it can't be accustomed method
extraordinarily giant document databases. Xia et
al. [18] style a keyword balanced binary (KBB)
tree to arrange the document vectors and propose a
“Greedy Depth-First Search” formula to boost the
search potency. Moreover, the index tree will be
updateddynamically
with
an
appropriate
communication burden. However, the document
vectors area unit chaotically organized within the
tree and the search potency is more improved.
Chen et al. [15] take the relationships of
documents into thought and a hierarchicalclustering-based index structure is intended to
improve the search potency. Additionally, a
verification scheme is additionally integrated into
their theme to ensure the correctness of the results.
Although the index structure will obtain sub-linear
search potency, it cannot come the correct search
results. Fu et al. [16] gift a personalised
multikeyword ranked search theme within which
associate degree interest model of the info users is
integrated into the document retrieval system to
support personalised search and improve users’
search expertise. Specifically, the interest model of
an information user is made supported her search
history with the assistance of WordNet [8] so as to
depict her behaviors in fine grit level.
However, this theme cannot support dynamic
update operations, as a result of the document
vectors area unit created based on the applied
mathematics data of all the documents in the
assortment. Additionally, although a MDB-tree is
utilized to improve the search potency, the
effectiveness of the tree is hard to predict. Li et al.
[9] propose a replacement attributebased
encryption theme (KSF-OABE) which might
implement keyword search operate. Although the
look goal of KSFOABE is some similar with our
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theme, it cannot hierarchically encrypt a document
assortment and support economical multi-keyword
document retrieval.
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
An intuitive approach is encrypting the
documents first and then outsourcing the encrypted
documents to the cloud. A large number of
searchable document encryption schemes have
been proposed in the literatures, including single
keyword Boolean search schemes, single keyword
ranked search schemes and multi-keyword
Boolean search schemes. However, all these
schemes cannot support effective, flexible and
efficient document search because of their simple
functionalities. Privacy-preserving multi-keyword
ranked document search schemes are more
promising and practical. However, all the
documents in these schemes are organized by a
coarse-grained access control mechanism, i.e.,
each authorized data user can access all the
encrypted documents.
Disadvantages:
Recently,
ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) is a hot
research area and it can provide fine-grained, one
to many and flexible access control. In these
schemes, each document is encrypted individually
and their encryption efficiency can be improved by
employing hierarchical attribute-based encryption
schemes. However, these schemes cannot be
employed directly to solve our problem properly.
This is a heavy burden for the data users especially
for an extremely large document collection and
how to decrease the amount of secret keys for the
data users is another challenge.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
To support accurate and efficient document search
over the encrypted documents, a complicated
index structure is then constructed for the
document collection. We first map the documents
to document vectors based on the TF-IDF model
and, in addition, the attributes of the documents
are also taken into consideration. The similarity
function between the document vectors is carefully
designed and the vectors are organized based on
their relative similarities in the ARF tree.
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Specifically, the similar vectors compose micro
clusters which are then aggregated with each other
to generate macro clusters until all the vectors
belong to one cluster. The ARF vectors of the
nodes in the tree are used to describe the inherent
properties of the clusters represented by the nodes.
At last, a depth-first search algorithm for the ARF
tree is designed to guarantee both the search
efficiency and accuracy.
Advantages:
A data user may want to access part of the
library (e.g., computers and data related papers)
and intuitively she wants to pay less money
compared with the data users who want to access
the whole library. In other words, in the document
collection, each document can be accessed only by
a set of specific data users. In this case, we need to
design a fine-grained access control mechanism
for the documents and it is more reasonable
compared with the present method.
A set of documents can share a same
integrated access tree and be encrypted together
rather than being encrypted individually. In this
way, both the ciphertext storage space and time
costs of the encryption/ decryption are saved. The
security of the proposed scheme is proved
theoretically and its effectiveness is also evaluated
by simulation.
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we state the problem and provide
the related preliminary techniques. For
convenience, some notations are first defined as
follows:
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F− The plaintext document collection of N
files, denoted as F = {F1; F2; · · · ; FN }. Each
document is treated as a sequence of
keywords. Note that, each file Fi(1 ≤ i ≤ N) has
a unique identifier fi(1 ≤ i ≤ N) in the whole
document collection.
A− The attribute dictionary, denoted as A =
{A1; A2; · · · ; An}. Each document and data
user is associated with a set of attributes in A.
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C− The ciphertext of F. In this paper, F is
symmetrically encrypted by content secret
keys ck = {ck1; ck2; · · · ; ckN },
i.e., Ci = Ecki (Fi); i = 1; 2; · · · ; N and all the
ciphertexts of the files compose C.
I− The index structure of F. Each document is
first mapped to a document vector and the
vectors are organized in an ARF tree.

document’s attribute set is a subset of the data
ser’s attribute set and this will be discussed in
Section IV.A.
• SR− The result of a search request, i.e., a set of
encrypted documents which are the top-k relevant
documents to the request under the constraint of a
data user’s attributes.

vectors ar organized as clusters per their
similarities. Each node within the tree represents a
cluster composed of a set of document vectors or
sub-clusters. Associate degree ARF vector could
be a quintuple summarisation a couple of cluster.

In this paper, an exploration request of an
information user contains each a set of keywords
WQ and a collection of attributes SU associated
with the info user. Solely the documents, whose
attributes area unit matched with SU and contents
area unit relevant with WQ, are returned to the
info user. As a consequence, each the content
vectors and therefore the attribute vectors of the
documents ought to be taken into thought in
document search method. The similarity between a
combine of documents Fi; Fj with content vectors
Vi; Vj and attribute vectors V ′ i ; V ′ j is outlined
as follows:

B. Document/Query Vector
In this paper, the vector of a document
consists of 2 parts as well as a normalized content
vector associated an attribute vector. To create the
content vector, every document is treated as a
stream of keywords and that we use the
normalized term frequency (TF) vector to quantize
the documents [40].

Attribute-based Retrieval Feature and ARF Tree
To improve the search potency of multikeywords search process, a height-balanced index
tree named ARF tree is made based on the
document vectors. Specifically, the document
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We say that node Y in the access tree T matches a
set of attributes S if and only if the attribute set of
Y equals to S. As shown in Fig. 3(a), Y matches S
if and only if
S = {A1; A2; A3} and we denotes it as TY (S) = 0. If
there is no node in the tree can match S, we check
whether a node in the tree can cover S. We say that
node X covers S if X cannot match S and the leaf
child nodes of X compose a superset of S. We
denote TX (S) = 1 if node X covers S. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), node Y covers S if S = {A1; A2} and
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We construct the access structure of a document
assortment during a exceedingly|in a very}n
progressive method and an access tree is made by
ceaselessly cacophonous the tree in a top-down
manner. Within the initial, we tend to kind the
documents in good order supported the quantity of
their attributes. Apparently, the attribute set of the
primary document should be a root node of AN
access tree and also the symbol of the document is
inserted to the foundation node. Given a group of
access trees, we tend to discuss a way to insert a
replacement document Fi’s symbol into them. The
attribute set of the new document att(Fi) will be
divided into 3 classes, i.e., being matched by a
node within the access trees, being lined by a node
within the access trees or neither being matched or
lined by a node within the access trees. We tend to
initial got to scan the access trees till finding a
node that matches att(Fi). If the node exists, the
symbol of the new document index (Fi) is inserted
to the node. Otherwise, we want to rescan the
access trees till notice a node X which will cowl
att (Fi). If the node exists, a replacement node Z is
made within the tree to match att(Fi) and insert
index(Fi) into Z. Specifically, node Z is inserted to
the access tree as a toddler node of X and also the
leaf nodes connected with att(Fi) is inserted into
node Z.
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The
pseudo-code
of
incrementally
generating the hierarchi-cal access trees for a
document assortment F is bestowed in formula
one. Supported formula one, a group of integrated
access trees square measure created for the
documents. Note that, all the nodes in associate
degree access tree compose a monotone access
structure and every access tree contains many
document identifiers. All the documents during a
tree will be encrypted along, which is able to be
mentioned in Section IV.B.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
In the document retrieval system, the cloud server
and CA center ar assumed to be trustable. During
this section, we have a tendency to specialise in
the safety of the projected graded document
cryptography theme and its security principally
involves 2 aspects together with document
confidentiality and content keys confi-dentiality.
The documents ar encrypted supported biradial
cryptography schemes (e.g., AES) with content
keys and their security is out of the scope during
this paper. During this section, we have a tendency
to analyze the safety of the content keys that ar
encrypted by the projected graded cryptography
theme. We offer the Decisional additive DiffieHellman [28], [41], [43] assumption (DBDH) in
Section III.D and Selective-Set Security Game is
given Section III.E. During this section, we have a
tendency to scale back the safety of the content
keys to the hardness of the DBDH and prove the
safety of the projected theme underneath the
Selective-Set Security Game.
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calculated as P r[ ′ = |(g; A; B; C; T ) ∈ PBDH ] = 12
+ ". If v = 0, the challenger builds a random 5-

Let Zp be the cluster associate degreed metallic
element be the price of an additive map operation
e. Let N be the quantity of documents within the
assortment, be a parameter that related to
algorithmic rule one and N is that the range of the
nodes altogether the access trees. Considering that
a collection of file identifiers share a node within
the access trees, is of course smaller then one. Let
A; Au; ACi be the attribute wordbook, the
attributes related to the info user and document Fi
severally. Let ti be the quantity of interior nodes
within the access tree of file Fi. Additionally, we
tend to outline |∗| because the range of parts in ∗,
L∗ because the length of part in ∗.

tuple (g; ga; gb; gc; e(g; g)t), i.e. (g; A; B; C; T ) ∈
RBDH . Then we have that T is a random element of
G1. The adversary Adv did not get any information
about the message M , so there is no advantage to
guess the correct ′. As a consequence, the
adversary can make a correct choice with a
probability
1

2

. Therefore, the probability of success for the

simulator is P r[ ′ = |(g; A; B; C; T ) ∈ RBDH ] = 12 .
At last, the overall advantage of B in playing the
DBDH game can be calculated as 12 Pr[ ′ = |(g; A;
B; C; T ) ∈ PBDH ] + 12 Pr[ ′ = |(g; A; B; C; T ) ∈
RBDH ] − 12 = 2" . Based on the definition of DBDH
assumption, we can infer that our scheme is
secure. The theorem is proved.
V. PERFORMANCE analysis
In this section, we tend to appraise the
performance of the hierar-chical document
cryptography theme and additionally the search
potency of the ARF tree. We tend to initial analyze
the potency the-oretically then conduct
experiments to verify the analysis result.
A. Theoretical Analysis
We compare our hierarchical cryptography theme
with CP-ABE theme in [21] and FH-CP-ABE
theme [28], and a few definitions ar outlined
initial. We tend to assume that CGi (i = 0; 1) is
that the time price of associate degree operation on
the cluster like exponenti-ation or multiplication.
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Enron Email information Set. The info set is
initial processed and one, 000 records ar
indiscriminately chosen as our experiment corpus.
We have a tendency to implement the stratified
secret writing theme supported CP-ABE toolkit
and Java Pairing-Based Cryptography library. The
document search method is enforced supported
Java language. All the subsequent experiments ar
conducted on a two.6 gigacycle per second Intel
Core i5 processor, Windows seven OS with a
RAM of 4G.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have a tendency to take
into account a brand new encrypted document
retrieval state of affairs within which the
information owner desires to manage the
documents in fine-grained level. To support this
service, we have a tendency to initial style a
completely unique stratified attribute-based
document cryptography theme to cypher a
collection of documents along that share associate
integrated access structure. Further, the ARF tree
is projected to prepare the document vectors
supported their similarities. At last, a depth-first
search formula is meant to boost the search
potency for the information users that is
extraordinarily necessary for giant document
collections. The performance of the approach is
completely evaluated by each theoretical analysis
and experiments.
The projected theme is any improved in
many aspects: initial, during this paper, we have a
tendency to assume that every node within the
access trees represent associate “AND” gate and
this limits the flexibleness of distribution the
attributes to the documents. Within the future,
we'll commit to introduce “OR” gates into the
access trees. Second, the access structure of the
document assortment is generated during a greedy
manner and that we can check whether or not it is
any optimized to decrease the amount of access
trees. Additionally, the revocation methodology of
the information users’ attributes must be designed.
Third, the update strategy of the ARF tree ought to
be projected. Although the ARF tree naturally
supports inserting new nodes to the tree, the
strategy of deleting a node from the tree didn’t
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provided. Fourth, a brand new document
assortment, within which every file is related to a
set of correct attributes, ought to be developed and
a radical experiment ought to be conducted on the
gathering to check the love of parameter on the
approach.
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